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Introduction/overview

This IBM® Redpaper publication documents considerations for RAID-6 availability and format/rebuild performance on the DS5000. It was created by Siebo Friesenborg of Storage ATS for Americas Group using data provided by Michael Roll of Modular Systems Development. The DS5000 implementation of RAID-6 was used to generate materials in this paper. Other implementations may be similar (and they may not). No attempt was made to cover a breadth of products.

Topics covered in this paper include:

▶ Basic information about how the DS5000 handles write operations. The first part of this subject deals with the handling of write requests in cache write storage. It is the same regardless of the RAID level or the type of physical/logical drive.

▶ When a certain amount of cache write storage is used, programming is initiated that frees up cache write storage by writing data to the high density drives (HDDs). The number of operations required to physically write data to disk depends on the RAID used. This is explained for RAID-5, RAID-6, and RAID-10.

The next section of this paper discusses a method of estimating what the additional load on HDDs would be if RAID-6 were used instead of the current RAID. It is based on actual data gathered from a production DS3000, DS4000®, or DS5000 through the Performance Monitor.

A third topic is measurements taken of the time to initially format arrays and the time to recover from a failed disk. For these measurements we used 300 Gigabyte, 15 K RPM, FC drive. No servers were used for this. Rather, selecting an HDD on the GUI and using the fail drive button of the Advanced Recovery window was used to cause rebuild.
Cache write storage management

This section covers different applications of storage management.

Application writes data to cache

When an application writes data, it normally does not go to HDDs for a while. Rather, it is sent to the cache write storage of the preferred control unit and is optionally (when write mirroring is enabled) sent from there to cache write storage in the other control unit. When data is resident in both control units, the application receives a signal saying that the data is safely stored and the application can proceed. Naturally, if synchronous mirroring to a remote site is used, the signal is not given until the data is also at the remote site.

Notice that, up to this point, HDDs are not involved. That is, we could use any RAID and any device type to this point and performance would not be changed. The speed of the fiber and remote attachment count, but not the HDDs. There could be floppy disks back there. This lasts until a percentage of write cache storage (80% default) contains *dirty* data (that is, data that is different from what is on the HDDs). This percentage, or high water mark, causes routines to be invoked that write data to the HDDs. After the dirty segments are written, the cache write storage can be freed for reuse.

Cache writes data to HDDs

The request that went over the high water mark and any subsequent request will be processed the same way. However, while applications might be requesting more data be written, the least recently used dirty data is being written to disk. If the write data is submitted to the DS5000 faster than old data can be written to HDDs, applications will have to wait until the storage that they need is made free. If the DS5000 can write dirty data faster than applications can request writes, more and more cache write storage will be made available until we hit the low water mark. The low water mark has a default of 80%, which is the same as the high water mark.

If the low water mark were set to a much lower value, the controllers would have relatively long periods building up from the low water mark to the high water mark. Then there would be a burst of activity while the dirty data was destaged, followed by another relatively long idle period. 80-80 results in a fairly consistent level of activity (and therefore, more consistent levels of contention with read operations).

Optimizing writes

There was a slight omission under “Application writes data to cache” on page 2. There is an algorithm in the Storage Manager that detects instances when there is a write operation that replaces an entire stride (a stride is all of the data blocks associated with a set of RAID-5 or RAID-6 parity). In that case, the data is written to disk before the application is signaled that the operation is complete. This is a great performance enhancement for installations that write truly large amounts of data (films, surveillance data, seismic data, and so on).

Writing data to HDDs

This section covers the various methods of writing data to HDDs.
Writing one strip

The first row of Figure 1 describes the oft-mentioned RAID-5 write penalty. The first column indicates that one of the HDDs in a stride has a dirty strip (on the red drive). That is, some part of an array segment on a single HDD has been changed in cache storage and not on the HDD. When the data is least recently used, it must be written before the cache write storage can be reused. This requires:

1. Read the before image of the dirty data (red disk). We must know what the data disk looked like before the write requests were made that are currently in cache write storage.
2. The difference between the old and new data must be applied to the parity, so we read the parity from the HDD containing it in this stride.
3. The updated parity is written.
4. The updated strip is written. This results in a total of four I/O operations to the HDDs. Read and write the data and read and write the parity.

RAID-6 is about the same. However, the P and Q parity disks must be read and updated. Reading and writing two parity disks instead of one requires four operations. RAID-6 requires six operations in total (read and write two parity disks plus the data).

RAID-10 writes the changed data to the two disks that make up a mirrored pair. RAID-10 requires half the operations of RAID-5, a quarter of the I/O operations of RAID-6. However, remember that RAID-10 will not improve anything until cache write storage is full. Until then, all writes run at a speed determined by the speed of the server, fabric, and cache storage, but not disk or RAID.

For sequential operations it should be common to have full content of a strip already in storage. We will have to read it anyway to determine what it was before. Otherwise, we do not have the changes to be applied to the parity.

Also, for sequential, there is a large probability that multiple strips in a stride are modified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dirty Strips</th>
<th>Read Data</th>
<th>Write Data</th>
<th>Read Parity</th>
<th>Write Parity</th>
<th>RAID-5</th>
<th>RAID-6</th>
<th>RAID-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1   RAID-5 write penalty
If there are two strips containing modified data in the stride (Figure 2). We must read both strips, but one read will suffice for the parity strip. After the merging and updating is done, two data strips and the parity are written. That is a total of six operations. RAID-6 would take eight operations to read two dirty strips, read two parity strips, then write the data and parity. RAID-10 will write each of the two dirty strips twice, for a total of four operations. Now RAID-10 takes 67% (rather than 50%) of what RAID-5 requires (and 50% of what RAID-6 requires).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dirty Strips</th>
<th>Read Data</th>
<th>Write Data</th>
<th>Read Parity</th>
<th>Write Parity</th>
<th>RAID-5</th>
<th>RAID-6</th>
<th>RAID-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2   Two stripes being modified

If there are three modified strips in the stride, RAID-10 will take six operations, compared to the eight operations required by RAID-5 (Figure 3).

RAID-6 will read the three clean strips (one of the four white disks in Figure 3 is parity) and generate the correct parity from them and the three dirty strips already in cache write storage. The three reads, writing the three dirty strips, and writing two parity strips total eight operations, the same as RAID-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dirty Strips</th>
<th>Read Data</th>
<th>Write Data</th>
<th>Read Parity</th>
<th>Write Parity</th>
<th>RAID-5</th>
<th>RAID-6</th>
<th>RAID-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3   RAID-6 and RAID-5 comparison

If there are four completely rewritten strips, we can read the three unmodified RAID-5 strips and generate new parity (Figure 4). Then we write the four totally changed strips and the updated parity. That is eight operations, the same as RAID-10 and RAID-6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dirty Strips</th>
<th>Read Data</th>
<th>Write Data</th>
<th>Read Parity</th>
<th>Write Parity</th>
<th>RAID-5</th>
<th>RAID-6</th>
<th>RAID-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4   Four stripes

After that, it is just a matter of how much RAID-10 write penalty you care to see. A RAID-10 array allocated across 14 HDDs will require 14 operations to write seven changed strips.
Seven changed data strips require eight operations across eight HDDs for RAID-5 or nine operations across nine HDDs for RAID-6 (Table 1).

RAID-10 is an inferior design for handling sequential write operations.

It is quite probable that multiple strides are associated with a sequential stream and only the most recently used stride is partially full. One would expect to see mostly full stride sequential writes.

For random writes to large logical drives we would expect that it is highly probable that a single strip in a stride is dirty. As indicated in the first data line in the table in Table 1, four RAID-5 operations rather than two RAID-10 operations will be required. However, while it is easy to describe the situation in which all activity is sequential writes, it is not so easy to think of the situation in which there are 100% random writes. There are checkpoints, but that usually happens on very small data sets where misses are rare.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dirty strips</th>
<th>Read data</th>
<th>Write data</th>
<th>Read parity</th>
<th>Write parity</th>
<th>RAID 5</th>
<th>RAID 6</th>
<th>RAID 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1  RAID comparisons**

**Best practice and database logs**

There is an often-quoted best practice to use RAID-10 for database logs. Since we have found that RAID-5 should require fewer operations to write the same amount of sequential data as RAID-10, we must assume that the recommendation is made because RAID-10 has better availability characteristics than RAID-5 (and RAID-6 was not available when the recommendation was made). Figure 5 shows the databases, the primary log, and the secondary log (another best practice).
Assume that we are following best practices all the way, separating HDDs and fabric, using the proper number of HDDs for an array, and so on. Then we see that RAID-1 everywhere will cause a large increase in the number of drives and overall cost. Despite all the warnings, we use RAID-5.

In Figure 5 on page 5 we get performance on the primary and secondary logs. Databases require fewer HDDs. That is good.

**Single drive failure**

Let us further assume that a disk belonging to the log fails to function properly (the red disk in Figure 6). We are still in pretty good shape with RAID-5. Data from the seven good drives in the array will be used to rebuild the failed HDD on a spare disk. If there is no spare disk, you can put a new disk into the slot that formerly contained the failed HDD and the rebuild process will begin. This is good because you will not have to move the data back to the slot where the drive failed.

![Figure 6 Single drive failure](image)

Applications continue normally. If there is a read miss to data on the failed drive, the other seven disks are used to recreate data. When data is destaged, it will be done by processing data and parity so that later read misses will work.

Rebuild for RAID-10 arrays would just use the survivor of the mirrored pair to handle the read/write requests. It would also copy data to the other part of a mirrored pair reading data from the survivor and writing to the spare (or the drive inserted into the failed slot).
A second HDD is lost in the primary log array

Another disk failed (see the two red disks in Figure 7). It failed on the same RAID-5 array as the first failed disk. We can no longer access the log. Of course, since we have an alternate log, we have not lost any data. In fact, the application might run with a little bit better performance since prior to the second failure rebuild load was competing with the primary log function for the HDDs. After the second failure, the DBMS gets an I/O error and stops trying to access the primary log. Database changes are still written to the alternate log.

The DBMS should be waiting for you to state where the new primary log is. Once the new primary is found, it is time to switch the secondary and get back to two log files.

Two more HDDs fail

We just lost two more drives, one after another, in the array that has the alternate log (the red disks in Figure 8). We might still run read requests, but I would not expect a DBMS to allow writes if there is not a log available. What do we do?

The database is still good. You can do an image copy of the databases so that the current logs are no longer needed. Create a fresh set of logs and bring up the applications. This is not ideal, but is better than losing data.

If one of the HDDs on a database fails, it just makes the image copy run a bit slower.
We have had five HDDs fail in exactly the wrong places in a very short time period and have not lost data (red disks in Figure 9). It might make sense to use RAID-10 for something other than a DBMS log. RAID-10 has nice availability characteristics, but maybe the money for additional drives should be spent for an application like Microsoft® Exchange, which does a lot of small block random operations and will benefit from RAID-10 performance. Also, MS® Exchange is a quite visible product.

![Figure 9 Five-disk failure]

**In review**

Salient points so far are:

- For RAID-10, things are pretty simple. An even number of disks are linked together as mirrored pairs. A write to a disk results in another write to the mirrored pair. The content of one disk is always the same as its mirror. It takes 14 drives to hold seven drives’ worth of data. What we get for the extra disk space requirements is better random read and write performance and less probability of data loss when compared to RAID-5. If there is a disk failure, rebuild is a matter of copying data from the survivor of the pair to a spare disk.

- RAID-5 is the most efficient way to store and protect data. Eight disks are required in order to store seven disks’ worth of data. RAID-5 sequential performance is better than RAID-10, random performance worse (as we approach saturation). If any two drives in an array fail, data is lost. Rebuilding a failed drive is a matter of merging data from all of the surviving devices onto a spare disk.

- RAID-6 has near-RAID-5 performance for random and sequential operations. It is near-RAID-5 in terms of space efficiency (RAID-6 requires nine drives to store seven drives of data). A random write workload will reach saturation at a lower level than RAID-5 or RAID-1 and sequential writes are slightly inferior to RAID-5 (and superior to RAID-1). Availability is outstanding since three disks in the same array must fail in order to have data loss.

**Probability of data loss**

While we could use the logic in Figure 1 on page 3 to estimate the performance impact of the different RAID organizations, selecting the proper RAID should also include some quantification of the change in availability characteristics. This is not easy. There are many variables involved, the formulae are complex, and the accuracy of vendor availability claims is always questioned.
Figure 10 shows how you can estimate how many times you will be put into a situation where you have lost data. The imagine in Figure 10 was taken when the calculations in A10 through A12 were turned into character strings.

Basically, you set cells A1 through A7 to be the values that you want to evaluate, and cells A10 through A12 will show the number of data loss situations that you should expect for RAID-1, RAID-5, and RAID-6. The following list provides a more detailed description of the input variables than are kept in the spread sheet.

- A1: The number of HDDs in whatever you are studying. If you set this to the number of drives on a single storage system, the answer will be the number of failures that you should expect for that subsystem. If you set it to the number of drives on all storage systems with like characteristics, you will estimate the number of data loss situations you should expect from all of those systems.

- A2: This is the number of years that you expect to use a particular storage system. It should be equal to (or less than) the manufacturer’s warranty period.

- A3: The number of HDDs in a RAID-5 or RAID-6 stride. This is used to determine the number of drives on which an additional HDD failure will cause data loss. This is not used for estimating RAID-1 failures since there is only one HDD where the second failure causes data loss.

- A4: This is the time that it takes to rebuild a failed HDD. Once the failed HDD is rebuilt, we are no longer worried about failing a second HDD.

- A5: This is the mean time between failures for the HDD type. Most vendors claim 1 to 1.5 million hours. This is argued in many papers on the Web. In this example, it is set to 120,000 hours.

- A6: The average capacity of an HDD in gigabytes.

- A7: This is the average number of gigabytes read before there is an error. If this happens during rebuild, there will be data loss. The DS5000 will limit the data loss to a logical drive. That is, it will write a record to the major event log describing the logical drive that could not be rebuilt and move on to the next logical drive in the array. (If there is only one logical drive per array, you lose the entire array.)
In Figure 11 we provide an example and say that the manufacturer's specification indicated that a drive had 146 GB of space and rated 120,000 hour MTBF, and would get a read error once for every 12,500,000 gigabytes read (or once for every 100,000,000 gigabytes, or once for every 10,000,000,000,000 bits, or once for every 10E16 bits).

256 of these devices were installed in 32 arrays and are expected to last for three years. We expect them to take approximately 1.5 hours to rebuild.

If all those expectations are true you should expect 0.0014 data loss events over the three-year period from RAID-1 arrays, more from RAID-5, and fewer from RAID-6.
Estimating RAID-6 performance

It is possible to estimate the additional operations required if you change from the current use of RAID to RAID-6. Figure 12 shows information from the DS4000 Performance Monitor moved to a spreadsheet. Read misses for LUN2 were calculated as follows.

There were 174.1 reads and writes per second (cell f3). 56.9% of them were reads (cell c3). That works out to 99.06 reads per second. 24.7% of the read operations were found in cache storage (cell d3), and there was no need to read from the HDDs. This means that for 75.3% of the reads (74.6 operations per second) a single operation would be executed to read from one of the HDDs in the array.

If 56.9% of the operations are reads, 43.1% must be writes. If 75.3% of them will end up written to the HDDs, we must do 56.5 write operations per second to the HDDs.

No matter what the RAID, we will read from HDDs 74.6 times per second. RAID-5 is currently used, so each of the 56.5 write operations will take four operations (or less) for a total of 226.0 operations for writes. Reads and writes should cause 300.6 HDD operations per second. If we use RAID 6 for LUN2, there will be an additional two operations per write miss, 113.0 additional operations per second. We would require 413.6 RAID-6 operations per second rather than 300.6.

Cell S2 calculates the sum or current HDD operations for all logical drives at 9:30 in the morning (sum(L2:L8)). Cell T2 gives the RAID-6 estimate (sum(m2:m8)). Since the data is sorted by logical drive within the time of day, we can copy cells S2:T8 and paste them over S9:TLALL (where LLL is the last row) and calculate an estimate of total HDD operations for each time interval.

To finish, copy columns S and T. Paste special values to the same locations. Sort everything on column S in descending order. All blank rows will sort to the last rows of the work sheet. Delete them. Sort back to time ascending and you have the data needed for a chart.
In Figure 13 the blue line estimates the number of operations currently taking place on all HDDs. The red line indicates the expected HDD operations if RAID-6 was used. Remember, as long as there is enough HDD performance to stay ahead of demand, applications find that write operations perform like they were going to solid state devices. Reads will see contention on the HDDs and take slightly longer at high levels, but write operations are data moved from memory on the server to memory on the storage system.

A quick evaluation would be to divide the HDD operations per second and compare that to the HDD rotations per second. The example above indicated that there were 15 HDDs in the configuration used for data. That is a total capability of 3,750 rotations per second. The estimate assumed that all writes were random (six operations on RAID-6) and that we could not come up with more than 1,200 HDD operations per second. I think RAID-6 would not have much of a performance penalty.

### Lab rebuild measurements

The system that we used to measure rebuild times contained a DS5300. For marketing, it makes sense to work on the big machine first. Our DS5300 had a 16 GB cache and 16 ports rated at 4 GBit each. Our configuration had no server, so there was no activity on the 16 ports. When doing formats and rebuilds, try to write data on the HDDs rather than keeping things in storage. Some cache storage is used to support stride writes, but it is well below the minimum storage sold on a DS5000. There is a limit of 30 HDDs for a RAID-5 or RAID-6 array, so we used two EXP5000s with 32 HDDs containing 300 GB each and spinning 15,000 times per second.
There were no servers, there was no application activity to slow down the rebuilds and formats. We struggled for some time thinking about how we would define workload types and quantify levels of activity so that our measurements could be compared to actual installation activity. Some the factors in our decision were:

- The amount of data and documentation to describe environments would be excessive
- The DS5000 allows the priority of format, rebuild, and volume copy to be changed to one of 5 levels. If there is contention, priority can be adjusted through the GUI so that applications (or the copy functions) can run faster.
- Five times an excessive amount of data is a really excessive amount of data.

We decided to limit our efforts to environments without servers.

**Configuration**

Our configuration is:

- DS5300
  - 16 GB cache
  - 16 channels
- 2 x EXP8100: 32 x 300 GB, 15K RPM HDDs

**Format array on 300 GB drives**

Figure 14 shows the measurements of elapsed time required to format full volume arrays on 300 GB HDDs. The minimum RAID-10 array is two drives. We see that the blue line is at about 1.9 hours when the number of HDDs is 2. The minimum RAID-5 HDDs is 3 and for RAID-6 it is 5. Basically, Figure 14 shows that there is not much difference in the time required to format arrays caused by the type of RAID chosen or the number of HDDs.

![Figure 14 Format measurement](image-url)
Formatting application megabytes

Figure 15, however, shows that the amount of storage formatted is sensitive to RAID. If there are D drives in an array, RAID-10 uses .5*D for data. RAID-5 uses D-1 and RAID-6 uses D-2. The effective data rate shows a large difference in performance.

![Figure 15: Sensitivity of formatting](image1)

Rebuild array on 300 GB drives

Figure 16 shows more examples of rebuild times. It shows the time required from a minimum configuration (two RAID-10 disks, three RAID-5 disks, or five RAID-6 disks) to 24 drives.

![Figure 16: Rebuild time examples](image2)

The black line is RAID-6 handling two failed drives. While the comparison to the single failure rebuild is impressive, it makes the other lines appear closer in terms of rebuild time due to scaling. Figure 17 is the same chart without the double failure RAID-6 data.
Rebuild array on 300 GB drives (rescaled)

All RAID-5 and RAID-6 increase from the 1.4 hours required for a minimum rebuild. Since the number of operations to format a 300 GB drive is fixed, the elongation is not because of increased HDD contention. RAID-5 or RAID-6 rebuild times increase due to contention in the fabric between the controllers and the HDDs.

With the rescaled graph (Figure 17) we can see that it takes about 1.8 hours to do 16 drives and 2.6 hours to do 24. These are modest increases. During the 1.4, 1.8, or 2.6 hours applications are running with the correct data and the amount of contention is what the priority setting for the logical drive allows.

![Figure 17 Rescaling](image)

RAID-10 has a nearly constant rebuild time from two HDDs to 24. This makes sense. No matter how many HDDs there are in a RAID-10 array, rebuild always means copying the surviving HDD of a pair to a fresh disk. The fresh disk can be a global spare, a spare assigned to the volume group, or a new drive placed into the slot where the failed drive was. The time to rebuild 300 GB drives is modest. Most of the data we see when analyzing account data is on arrays containing about eight HDDs. It is hard to get excited about the difference in rebuild times at that level. We do not remember seeing any arrays that used more than a drawer of drives and it is hard to argue the 22% difference in 1.8 versus 1.4 hours. With 4 GBit DS5000 technology there is much less increase in the time to rebuild a large array. It is much more palatable to configure large arrays and let the system worry about balancing.

Other lab measurements

A while after the rebuild measurements were completed, we had a server installed and ran AIX® measurements of RAID-6 (and RAID-10 and RAID-5). This section presents those measurements.
Random read misses on 256 HDDs (15 K RPM)

There is not much difference for RAID performance when doing reads. The little bit of difference at the very high end of the curve is most likely because RAID-1 can find the data in two places (Figure 18). The licensed internal code reads from the high density or single density drive that is not busy, but this only pays off at high levels of activity (where one of the two HDDs is busy with another request). If you do not want operations that take more than 20 milliseconds to complete, this is a tie.

Figure 18  Random read misses

Random write misses on 256 HDDs (15 K RPM)

Graphs of random write performance invariably cause questions. All write operations go directly to write cache storage. As long as the HDDs can keep up with the destaging activity, write operates at the speed of cache and server fabric and memory. At about 10,000 operations per second, we are doing 60,000 operations per second to the RAID-6 HDDs. I/O operations take longer and we cannot free cache write storage as quickly (Figure 19 on page 17). This means that cache write storage is being used for operations in progress. Additional write operations cannot find cache write storage to do the write operation. We could attempt to do more and more work, but the HDDs are already fully utilized. Any additional work just means higher service time. RAID-10 does not do read-write sequences like RAID-5 and RAID-6 do. The measurement looks more like the classic knee-shaped curve.
Summary

Different RAID types do different things well. Figure 20 on page 18 and the top of Table 1 on page 5 summarize this. Using the first data row as an example:

- If your number one concern is random write performance, you should consider using RAID-10. It is rated number one in providing random performance.
- If you just cannot stand the idea that you are only using half the nominal disk space, consider RAID-5, which is ranked number two in random write performance and number one in space efficiency. If you use RAID-6 for a really heavy random write application, write performance is not your number one concern. RAID-6 is rated number three. It takes more HDD operations to do random writes than either RAID-1 or RAID-5 and requires more space than RAID-5 to store the same amount of data.
- The best RAID configuration depends on what is important to the installation and application. Use the Table 1 on page 5 and knowledge of applications to pick the best one for you.

Large arrays are desirable because they allow the storage system to balance the workload rather than people. One of the reasons people will opt for smaller arrays is concern for the time to rebuild a drive and the higher probability of a second drive failing during the longer rebuild time. These people can get more bullish about large arrays because the impact of more HDDs in an array is a lot smaller than it used to be.

There has been a very clear description of the RAID-5 write penalty circulating in technical circles for quite some time. Realize there is a RAID-10 write penalty that causes people who want to write a massive amount of data to use RAID-5. RAID-6 would be a bit slower than RAID-5 (it would have to write an additional parity strip). It would also be a bit more available.

There is a way to estimate the number of data loss events based on configuration variables. There is a way to estimate the performance impact of changing a RAID type. Quantifying estimates and assumptions is a good way to make better business decisions.
### Table 2.11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>RAID-5</th>
<th>RAID-6</th>
<th>RAID-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random write performance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential write performance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space efficiency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 4 GBit fabric is very fast. For HDD intensive workloads, there is not much increase in time due to more load on the fabric.
- For sequential write workloads, RAID-5 and RAID-6 require fewer HDD operations than RAID-10 when doing stride writes.
- An expected number of failures can be estimated for differences in configuration values (RAID, array size, HDD characteristics, etc.)
- Increase in loading caused by more RAID-6 operations for random writes can be estimated.
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